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Example
program that computes frequencies of words

and:	1	
captain:	1	
hello!:	2	
navigator:	1	
replied:	1	
said:	1	
sailor:	1	
the:	3	

hello!	said	the	sailor	
the	captain	and	the	
navigator	replied	hello!



There is some list of words (ws) that 
matches the words in the file …

Specification2 Binary Code Extraction Workflow

The main idea of binary extraction is to stay inside the prover until you have
binary code. We show how this workflow naturally extends the conventional
approach with a simple example: computing the frequencies of words in a file.

First, we specify correctness by defining valid wordfreq output, a predicate
that holds when output represents the word frequencies of file_contents:

valid wordfreq output file_contents output ()
9ws.

set ws = set (words of file_contents) ^ sorted (� x y . x < y) ws ^
output = concat (map (�w . format output (w ,frequency file_contents w)) ws)

An output is correct if there is a list of words ws such that the set of words
in ws is the same as the set of words in file_contents; each element in ws is
strictly less than the next one; and output is a concatenation of lines, each of
which corresponds to an element of ws and contains the frequency of that word
in file_contents formatted according to a format output function.

Next, we implement the specification as a functional program inside the logic.
The main function for our example, compute wordfreq output, is defined below
using helpers: insert line inserts each word from a line into an ordered binary
tree; to list flattens an ordered binary tree into a sorted list; and map and foldl

are the usual functions over lists. The format output and words of functions are
the same as in the specification.

compute wordfreq output input_lines =

map format output (to list (foldl insert line empty tree input_lines))

insert line t line = foldl insert word t (words of line)

After defining the functional implementation, we prove that it computes the
desired result. This is where most of the manual proof e↵ort associated with
ITP-based verification is applied. However, by sticking with shallowly embedded
logical functions, we avoid the explosion of details that would arise in a program
logic over a deep embedding. For the word frequency example, we prove the
following theorem in about 100 lines of tactic-based proof script.

` valid wordfreq output file_contents

(concat (compute wordfreq output (lines of file_contents)))
(1)

Conventional approach. One would now use code extraction to pretty print
the verified program into a mainstream functional language like Haskell or
OCaml — crucially without any proof relating a formal semantics of the tar-
get language with either the ITP-generated code or the functions in the logic.

Binary extraction approach. The proposed binary extraction approach takes
a di↵erent route, which stays in the logic longer and produces proved guarantees
about the behaviour of the generated code. This route requires some infrastruc-

… the list is sorted …

… and the output has a line per word 
indicating the frequency of the word.



Pure implementation
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Simple functional program in the logic of an ITP:

An easy-to-prove correctness theorem:
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idea: builds an ordered binary tree and then flattens it



Monads for I/O part

monadic function for I/O in “Haskell-style”

wordfreq () =
do
args  commandline (arguments ());
filename  hd args;
lines  stdio (inputLinesFrom filename);
stdio (print_list (compute_wordfreq_output lines))

od otherwise
do
name  commandline (name ());
stdio (print_err (“usage: ” ^ name ^ “ filename\n”))

od

Fig. 1. The Fibonacci program written using do-notation in logic.

In this paper, we present an automated technique for producing verified ef-
fectful code that handles I/O, exceptions, and other issues arising in the move
from mathematics to real implementations. Our technique systematically estab-
lishes a connection between shallowly embedded functions in HOL with monadic
effects and deeply embedded programs in the impure functional language CakeML.
The synthesised code is efficient insofar as it uses the native effects of the target
language and is close to what a real implementer would write. For example, given
the monadic fibm function above, our technique produces essentially the same
CakeML program as on the first page (but with a let for every monad bind),
together with a proof that the synthesised program is a refinement.

Contributions Our technique for producing verified effectful code from monadic
functions builds on a previous limited approach [13]. The new generalised method
adds support for the following features:

– global references and exceptions (as before, but generalised),
– mutable arrays (both fixed and variable size),
– input/output (I/O) effects,
– local mutable arrays and references, which can be integrated seamlessly with

code synthesis for otherwise pure functions, and,
– composable effects, whereby different state and exception monads can be

combined using a lifting operator.

As a result, we can now write whole programs as shallow embeddings and obtain
real verified code via synthesis. Prior to this paper, whole program verification
in CakeML involved manual deep embedding proofs for (at the very least) the
I/O wrapper. To exercise our toolchain, we apply it to several examples:

– the nth Fibonacci example already seen (exceptions, I/O)
– the Floyd Warshall algorithm for finding shortest paths (arrays)
– the CakeML compiler’s type inferencer (local refs, exceptions)
– the CakeML compiler’s register allocator (local refs, arrays)
– the Candle theorem prover’s kernel [8] (global refs, exceptions)

3

Verification easy thanks to straightforward shallow embedding.



Correctness of compiler output

The CakeML toolchain allows transportation 
of correctness properties to the compiler output.

most compiler verification projects promise this, but few deliver fully

the synthesised CakeML function corresponding to the compute wordfreq output

HOL function. Other names refer to functions in the CakeML basis library.

Once S1–S3 have been completed, the theorems from each step are easily
composed to produce an end-to-end correctness theorem4, which we explain
below.

` wfCL [pname; fname] ^ wfFS fs ^ hasFreeFD fs ^
get file contents fs fname = Some file_contents ^
x64 installed compiler output (basis � [pname; fname] fs) mc ms )
9 io_events ascii_output .

machine sem mc (basis � [pname; fname] fs) ms ✓
extend with resource limit { Terminate Success io_events } ^
extract fs fs io_events = Some (add stdout fs ascii_output) ^
valid wordfreq output file_contents ascii_output

(2)

The first two lines make assumptions about the environment, namely: the com-
mand line must consist of two well-formed (wfCL) words, pname and fname; the
file system fs must be well-formed (wfFS) with a free file descriptor (hasFreeFD);
and fname must exist in fs with contents file_contents. The third line is more
interesting and concerns the initial machine state ms. We assume that ms is an
x86-64 machine state where compiler output has been installed into memory and
is ready to go; we also assume that CakeML’s foreign-function interface (basis �)
behaves according to our model of the file system and standard streams.

If all these assumptions are true, then the machine-code level execution
(machine sem) will terminate. During execution the machine will perform some
io_events (or some prefix of them, if it runs out of memory). The extract fs line
states that running the file system model fs through the io_events has the e↵ect
of adding some ascii_output to standard output. The last line states that this
ascii_output is correct according to our specification valid wordfreq output.

Binary extraction in Œuf. Œuf accomplishes S1–S3 similarly to CakeML,
but in Coq and building on CompCert [16]. (S1:) A Gallina program is trans-
lated to Œuf functions by an untrusted Coq plugin and translation validated to
ensure equivalence [20]. Œuf then compiles the code to CompCert’s Cminor IR.
(S2:) I/O wrapper code is written in C, compiled to Cminor via CompCert, and
linked to the code from S1. (S3:) The combined stand-alone program is compiled
to assembly using CompCert, relying on tools like Valex to formally validate as-
sembling [13]. An extracted version of the Œuf compiler is still currently used,
since CompCert is not yet fully executable within Coq [17].

For our example, a user would write an I/O wrapper in C similar to:

int main(void) { union list* input = to_coq_str(read_stdin());

union list* freqs = OEUF_CALL(wordfreq, input);

write_stdout(of_coq_str(freqs)); return 0; }

4
https://code.cakeml.org/tree/master/tutorial/solutions

CakeML delivers: theorem proved inside an ITP



Toolchain
for proof-producing code extraction



Components of toolchain

compiler backend

AST

machine code = verified function in logic

= proof-producing tool

synthesise AST

function in the logic



compiler backend

AST

machine code = verified function in logic

= proof-producing tool

If we input wordfreq …

… then the toolchain produces 
machine code and proves

a theorem stating that the code 
behaves like the wordfreq function.

Components of toolchain

AST

synthesise AST

function in the logic



An aside:
Compiler Bootstrapping

compiler backend

AST

machine code = verified function in logic

= proof-producing tool

type inferencer

SML parser

concrete syntax

a function in the logic

synthesise AST

function in the logic



compiler backend

AST

machine code = verified function in logic

= proof-producing tool

  If we input 
  the CakeML compiler …

… then gen. code behaves like  
the CakeML compiler function.

An aside:
Compiler Bootstrapping

synthesise AST

function in the logic



Proof-producing synthesis

compiler backend
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machine code = verified function in logic
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function in the logic



Proof-producing synthesis

Key definition:

The small- and big-step semantics are given a Cenv which al-
lows them to return type error when an undefined data construc-
tor (i.e., one not defined in a datatype definition) is applied, or
when a data constructor is applied to the wrong number of argu-
ments. However, we can simplify the translation from HOL by us-
ing an alternate big-step semantics that omits this argument. This
alternate big-step semantics differs only in that mis-applied con-
structors are accepted and do not result in an error. However, they
coincide on well-typed programs.

Theorem 8 (Alternate big step equivalence). If Cenv and CenvT
are well-formed and consistent, and CenvT ` env : tenv
and hCenvT , envT i ` e : t then hCenv , env , ei + Reval iff
henv , ei + Reval .

Proof. In HOL4, by induction on the big-step relation, and Theo-
rems 6 and 7 and Corollary 1.

6.4 Key definitions
As described in earlier sections, our translation makes statements
about the semantics in terms of a predicate called Eval. We define
this predicate as follows using the alternate big-step semantics
evaluation relation +. We define Eval env exp post to be true if exp
evaluates, in environment env , to some value v such that post v.
The fact that it returns a value — as opposed to an error, raise ex
— tells us that no error happened during evaluation, e.g. evaluation
did not hit any missing cases while pattern matching.

Eval env exp post = 9v. henv , expi + v ^ post v

Here post has type ml value ! bool .
The interesting part is what we instantiate post with, i.e. the

refinement invariants. The basic refinement invariants have the fol-
lowing definitions. Boolean and integer values relate to correspond-
ing literal values in the MiniML semantics:

bool true = �v. (v = true)
bool false = �v. (v = false)

int i = �v. (v = i) where i 2 Z
We also have combinators for refinement invariants. The defini-

tion of the eq combinator was given in Section 3.4. We now turn
to the ! combinator which lifts refinement invariant to closures.
The ! combinator’s definition is based on an evaluation relation
for application of closures, evaluate closure (which is defined in
terms of +, and applies to non-recursive and recursive closures).
Read evaluate closure v cl u as saying: application of closure cl
to argument v returns value u. We define a total-correctness Hoare-
triple-like Spec for closure evaluation on top of this:

Spec p cl q =
8v. p v =) 9u. evaluate closure v cl u ^ q u

The definition of the ! combinator is an instance of Spec, where
an abstract value x is universally quantified:

(a ! b) f = �v. 8x. Spec (a x) v (b (f x))

Here the type of f is ↵ ! � and the type of v is simply the type of
a MiniML value in our MiniML semantics, i.e. ml value .

The remaining definition is that of EqualityType a. A refine-
ment invariant a supports equality if the corresponding MiniML
value cannot be a closure, not contains closure, and testing for
structural equality of MiniML values is equivalent to testing equal-
ity at the abstract level:

EqualityType a =
(8x v. a x v =) not contains closure v) ^
(8x v y w. a x v ^ a y w =) (v = w () x = y))

For example, bool and int, defined above, satisfy EqualityType.

6.5 Lemmas used in translations
In this section we present the lemmas about Eval that are used
to perform the translations. All variables in these theorems are
implicitly universally quantified at the top-level. The proof of these
lemmas follow almost directly from the underlying definitions:
none of the proofs required more than ten lines of script in HOL4.

Closure application. We start with the rule for applying a closure.
A closure a ! b can always be applied to an Eval-theorem with
a matching refinement invariant a.

Eval env bfc ((a ! b) f) ^
Eval env bxc (a x) =)
Eval env bf xc (b (f x))

Closure introduction. Closures can be created with the following
rule if the abstract and concrete values, x and v, which the body
depends on can be universally quantified. Here n 7! v extends
the environment env with binding: name n maps to value v.
(8x v. a x v =) Eval (env [n 7! v]) bbodyc (b (f x))) =)
Eval env bfn n => bodyc ((a ! b) f)

Alternative closure introduction. The rule above is not always
applicable because side conditions restrict the variable x, i.e.
the universal quantification cannot be introduced. This is an al-
ternative rule which achieves the same without universal quan-
tification of x — at the cost of introducing the eq combinator.
(8v. a x v =) Eval (env [n 7! v]) bbodyc (b (f x))) =)
Eval env bfn n => bodyc ((eq a x ! b) f)

Closure evaluation. The translator always returns theorems where
the code is described by an assumption stating that the function
name refers to the relevant code in the environment, i.e. an as-
sumption of the form env name = closure . . . . The follow-
ing rule is used for deriving theorems with such assumptions
for non-recursive closures:

Eval cl env bfn n => bodyc p =)
env name = Closure cl env n bbodyc =)
Eval env bnamec p

Introduction of recursive closure. Our rule for introducing recur-
sive closures, i.e. closures where the environment can refer to it-
self and hence perform recursive function calls to itself, is more
verbose. Introduction of recursive closures is done using the
following lemma. For this lemma to be applicable some name
name must refer to a recursive closure where name is given.
Let Recclosure cl env [(name, n, bbodyc)] name be abbre-
viated by Rec below.

(8v. a x v =)
Eval (env [n 7! v, name 7! Rec]) bbodyc (b (f x)))

=)
env name = Rec =)
Eval env bnamec ((eq a x ! b) f)

Let introduction. Let-statements are constructed using the follow-
ing lemma. Here let is HOL’s internal combinator which repre-
sents let expressions. In HOL, let f x = f x and the HOL
printer knows to treat let as special, e.g. let (�a. a + 1) x is
printed on the screen as let a = x in a + 1.
Eval env bxc (a x) ^
(8v. a x v =) Eval (env [n 7! v]) bbodyc (b (f x))) =)
Eval env blet val n = x in body endc (b (let f x))

Variable simplification. During translation, the intermediate theo-
rems typically contain assumptions specifying which HOL val-

CakeML exp evaluates to value v

Example:

values (list element). The clock is a logical clock for the functional big-step style.
The clock allows us to prove termination of evaluate and is, at the same time,
used for reasoning about divergence. Lastly, ffi is the parametrised oracle model
of the foreign function interface, i.e. I/O environment.

� state = <| clock : num ; refs : store_v list ; ffi : � ffi_state ; . . . |>

where store_v = Refv v | W8array (word8 list) | Varray (v list)

A call to the function evaluate returns one of two results: Rval res for suc-
cessfully terminating computations, and Rerr err for stuck computations.

Successful computations, Rval res, return a list res of CakeML values. CakeML
values are modelled in the semantics using a datatype called v. This datatype
includes (among other things) constructors for (mutually recursive) closures
(Closure and Recclosure), datatype constructor values (Conv), and literal val-
ues (Litv) such as integers, strings, characters etc. These will be explained when
needed in the rest of the paper.

Stuck computations, Rerr err , carry an error value err that is one of the
following. For this paper, Rraise exc is the most relevant case.

– Rraise exc indicates that evaluation results in an uncaught exception exc.
These exceptions can be caught with a handle in CakeML.

– Rabort Rtimeout_error indicates that evaluation of the expression consumes
all of the logical clock. Programs that hit this error for all initial values of
the clock are considered diverging.

– Rabort Rtype_error, for other kinds of errors, e.g. when evaluating ill-typed
expressions, or attempting to access unbound variables.

3.2 Preliminaries: Synthesis of pure ML code

Our previous work [13] describes a proof-producing algorithm for synthesising
CakeML functions from functions in higher-order logic. Here proof-producing
means that each execution proves a theorem (called a certificate theorem) guar-
anteeing correctness of that execution of the algorithm. In our setting, these
theorems relate the CakeML semantics of the synthesised code with the given
HOL function.

The whole approach is centred around a systematic way of proving theorems
relating HOL functions (i.e. HOL terms) with CakeML expressions. In order
for us to state relations between HOL terms and CakeML expressions, we need
a way to state relations between HOL terms and CakeML values. For this we
use relations (int, list _, _ �! _, etc.) which we call refinement invariants. The
definition of the simple int refinement invariant is shown below: int i v is true if
CakeML value v of type v represents the HOL integer i of type int.

int i = (� v . v = Litv (IntLit i))

Most refinement invariants are more complicated, e.g. list (list int) xs v states
that CakeML value v represents lists of int lists xs of HOL type int list list.

6

We now turn to CakeML expressions: we define a predicate called Eval in
order to conveniently state relationships between HOL terms and CakeML ex-
pressions. The intuition is that Eval env exp P is true if exp evaluates (in en-
vironment env) to some result res (of HOL type v) such that P holds for res,
i.e. P res. The formal definition below is cluttered by details regarding the clock
and references: there must be a large enough clock and exp may allocate new
references, refs 0, but must not modify any existing references, refs. We express
this restriction on the references using list append ++. Note that any list index
that can be looked up in refs has the same look up in refs ++ refs

0.

Eval env exp P ()
8 refs.

9 res refs
0
ck .

(evaluate (empty with <|refs := refs; clock := ck|>) env [exp] =

(empty with refs := refs ++ refs
0
,Rval [res])) ^ P res

The use of Eval and the main idea behind the synthesis algorithm is most
conveniently described using an example. The example we consider here is the
following HOL function:

add1 = � x . x + 1

The main part of the synthesis algorithm proceeds as a syntactic bottom-up
pass over the given HOL term. In this case, the bottom-up pass traverses HOL
term � x . x + 1. The result of each stage of the pass is a theorem stated in terms
of Eval in the format shown below. Such theorems state a connection between a
HOL term t and some generated code w.r.t. a refinement invariant ref _inv that
is appropriate for the type of t .

general format: assumptions ) Eval env code (ref _inv t)

For our little example, the algorithm derives the following theorems for the
subterms x and 1, which are the leaves of the HOL term. Here and elsewhere in
this paper, we display CakeML abstract syntax as concrete syntax inside b · · · c,
i.e. b1c is actually the CakeML expression Lit (IntLit 1) in the theorem prover
HOL4; similarly bxc is actually displayed as Var (Short “x”) in HOL4. Note that
both theorems below are of the required form.

` T ) Eval env b1c (int 1)

` Eval env bxc (int x ) ) Eval env bxc (int x )
(1)

The algorithm uses theorems (1) when proving a theorem for the compound
expression x + 1. The process is aided by an auxiliary lemma for integer addition,
shown below. The synthesis algorithm is supported by several such pre-proved
lemmas for various common operations.

` Eval env x1 (int n1) )
Eval env x2 (int n2) )
Eval env bx1 + x2c (int (n1 + n2))

7

where

This states: CakeML expression 1 relates to …

… integer 1 in the logic.

big-step semantics, total-correctness



Automation
Each stage automation proves:
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pass over the given HOL term. In this case, the bottom-up pass traverses HOL
term � x . x + 1. The result of each stage of the pass is a theorem stated in terms
of Eval in the format shown below. Such theorems state a connection between a
HOL term t and some generated code w.r.t. a refinement invariant ref _inv that
is appropriate for the type of t .

general format: assumptions ) Eval env code (ref _inv t)

For our little example, the algorithm derives the following theorems for the
subterms x and 1, which are the leaves of the HOL term. Here and elsewhere in
this paper, we display CakeML abstract syntax as concrete syntax inside b · · · c,
i.e. b1c is actually the CakeML expression Lit (IntLit 1) in the theorem prover
HOL4; similarly bxc is actually displayed as Var (Short “x”) in HOL4. Note that
both theorems below are of the required form.
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` Eval env bxc (int x ) ) Eval env bxc (int x )
(1)

The algorithm uses theorems (1) when proving a theorem for the compound
expression x + 1. The process is aided by an auxiliary lemma for integer addition,
shown below. The synthesis algorithm is supported by several such pre-proved
lemmas for various common operations.

` Eval env x1 (int n1) )
Eval env x2 (int n2) )
Eval env bx1 + x2c (int (n1 + n2))
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Automation
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… are used to prove compound terms:

By choosing the right specialisations for the variables, x1, x2, n1, n2, the algo-
rithm derives the following theorem for the body of the running example. Here
the assumption on evaluation of bxc was inherited from (1).

` Eval env bxc (int x ) ) Eval env bx + 1c (int (x + 1)) (2)

Next, the algorithm needs to introduce the �-binder in � x . x + 1. This can
be done by instantiation of the following pre-proved lemma. Note that the lemma
below introduces a refinement invariant for function types, �!, which combines
refinement invariants for the input and output types of the function [13].

` (8 v x . a x v ) Eval (env [n 7! v ]) body (b (f x ))) )
Eval env bfn n => bodyc ((a �! b) f )

An appropriate instantiation and combination with (2) produces the following:

` T ) Eval env bfn x => x + 1c ((int �! int) (� x . x + 1))

which, after only minor reformulation, becomes a certificate theorem for the
given HOL function add1:

` Eval env bfn x => x + 1c ((int �! int) add1)

Additional notes. The main part of the synthesis algorithm is always a bottom-up
traversal as described above. However, synthesis of recursive functions requires
an additional post-processing phase which involves an automatic induction proof.
We omit a description of such induction proofs since the solution described
previously in [13] is not important for understanding this paper, and works in
essentially the same way for synthesis of recursive stateful functions.

3.3 Synthesis of stateful ML code

Our algorithm for synthesis of stateful ML is very similar to the algorithm de-
scribed above for synthesis of pure CakeML code. The main differences are:

– the input HOL terms must be written in a state-and-exception monad, and
– instead of Eval and �!, the derived theorems use EvalM and �!M ,

where EvalM and �!M relate the monad’s state to the references and foreign
function interface of the underlying CakeML state (fields refs and ffi). These
concepts will be described below.

Generic state-and-exception monad. The new generalised synthesis work-flow
uses the following state-and-exception monad (↵, �, �) M, where ↵ is the state
type, � is the return type, and � is the exception type.

(↵, �, �) M = ↵ ! (�, �) exc ⇥ ↵

where (�, �) exc = Success � | Failure �

8



Closures are similar
Lemma for lambda:
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… from result from previous slide, i.e.

relation based on relations for input (a) and output (b)



Mini demo
Implemented in HOL4 as a proof-producing tool

Easy to implement

Handles pure ML-like subset of higher-order logic

Scales to full CakeML compiler

Recent addition:

Support for monadic functions for I/O and stateful code

see IJCAR’18 preprint at cakeml.org

(Significantly improved speed of register allocator.)



Synthesis from monadic funs
For pure we use Eval:

For monadic functions we use EvalM:

The small- and big-step semantics are given a Cenv which al-
lows them to return type error when an undefined data construc-
tor (i.e., one not defined in a datatype definition) is applied, or
when a data constructor is applied to the wrong number of argu-
ments. However, we can simplify the translation from HOL by us-
ing an alternate big-step semantics that omits this argument. This
alternate big-step semantics differs only in that mis-applied con-
structors are accepted and do not result in an error. However, they
coincide on well-typed programs.

Theorem 8 (Alternate big step equivalence). If Cenv and CenvT
are well-formed and consistent, and CenvT ` env : tenv
and hCenvT , envT i ` e : t then hCenv , env , ei + Reval iff
henv , ei + Reval .

Proof. In HOL4, by induction on the big-step relation, and Theo-
rems 6 and 7 and Corollary 1.

6.4 Key definitions
As described in earlier sections, our translation makes statements
about the semantics in terms of a predicate called Eval. We define
this predicate as follows using the alternate big-step semantics
evaluation relation +. We define Eval env exp post to be true if exp
evaluates, in environment env , to some value v such that post v.
The fact that it returns a value — as opposed to an error, raise ex
— tells us that no error happened during evaluation, e.g. evaluation
did not hit any missing cases while pattern matching.

Eval env exp post = 9v. henv , expi + v ^ post v

Here post has type ml value ! bool .
The interesting part is what we instantiate post with, i.e. the

refinement invariants. The basic refinement invariants have the fol-
lowing definitions. Boolean and integer values relate to correspond-
ing literal values in the MiniML semantics:

bool true = �v. (v = true)
bool false = �v. (v = false)

int i = �v. (v = i) where i 2 Z
We also have combinators for refinement invariants. The defini-

tion of the eq combinator was given in Section 3.4. We now turn
to the ! combinator which lifts refinement invariant to closures.
The ! combinator’s definition is based on an evaluation relation
for application of closures, evaluate closure (which is defined in
terms of +, and applies to non-recursive and recursive closures).
Read evaluate closure v cl u as saying: application of closure cl
to argument v returns value u. We define a total-correctness Hoare-
triple-like Spec for closure evaluation on top of this:

Spec p cl q =
8v. p v =) 9u. evaluate closure v cl u ^ q u

The definition of the ! combinator is an instance of Spec, where
an abstract value x is universally quantified:

(a ! b) f = �v. 8x. Spec (a x) v (b (f x))

Here the type of f is ↵ ! � and the type of v is simply the type of
a MiniML value in our MiniML semantics, i.e. ml value .

The remaining definition is that of EqualityType a. A refine-
ment invariant a supports equality if the corresponding MiniML
value cannot be a closure, not contains closure, and testing for
structural equality of MiniML values is equivalent to testing equal-
ity at the abstract level:

EqualityType a =
(8x v. a x v =) not contains closure v) ^
(8x v y w. a x v ^ a y w =) (v = w () x = y))

For example, bool and int, defined above, satisfy EqualityType.

6.5 Lemmas used in translations
In this section we present the lemmas about Eval that are used
to perform the translations. All variables in these theorems are
implicitly universally quantified at the top-level. The proof of these
lemmas follow almost directly from the underlying definitions:
none of the proofs required more than ten lines of script in HOL4.

Closure application. We start with the rule for applying a closure.
A closure a ! b can always be applied to an Eval-theorem with
a matching refinement invariant a.

Eval env bfc ((a ! b) f) ^
Eval env bxc (a x) =)
Eval env bf xc (b (f x))

Closure introduction. Closures can be created with the following
rule if the abstract and concrete values, x and v, which the body
depends on can be universally quantified. Here n 7! v extends
the environment env with binding: name n maps to value v.
(8x v. a x v =) Eval (env [n 7! v]) bbodyc (b (f x))) =)
Eval env bfn n => bodyc ((a ! b) f)

Alternative closure introduction. The rule above is not always
applicable because side conditions restrict the variable x, i.e.
the universal quantification cannot be introduced. This is an al-
ternative rule which achieves the same without universal quan-
tification of x — at the cost of introducing the eq combinator.
(8v. a x v =) Eval (env [n 7! v]) bbodyc (b (f x))) =)
Eval env bfn n => bodyc ((eq a x ! b) f)

Closure evaluation. The translator always returns theorems where
the code is described by an assumption stating that the function
name refers to the relevant code in the environment, i.e. an as-
sumption of the form env name = closure . . . . The follow-
ing rule is used for deriving theorems with such assumptions
for non-recursive closures:

Eval cl env bfn n => bodyc p =)
env name = Closure cl env n bbodyc =)
Eval env bnamec p

Introduction of recursive closure. Our rule for introducing recur-
sive closures, i.e. closures where the environment can refer to it-
self and hence perform recursive function calls to itself, is more
verbose. Introduction of recursive closures is done using the
following lemma. For this lemma to be applicable some name
name must refer to a recursive closure where name is given.
Let Recclosure cl env [(name, n, bbodyc)] name be abbre-
viated by Rec below.

(8v. a x v =)
Eval (env [n 7! v, name 7! Rec]) bbodyc (b (f x)))

=)
env name = Rec =)
Eval env bnamec ((eq a x ! b) f)

Let introduction. Let-statements are constructed using the follow-
ing lemma. Here let is HOL’s internal combinator which repre-
sents let expressions. In HOL, let f x = f x and the HOL
printer knows to treat let as special, e.g. let (�a. a + 1) x is
printed on the screen as let a = x in a + 1.
Eval env bxc (a x) ^
(8v. a x v =) Eval (env [n 7! v]) bbodyc (b (f x))) =)
Eval env blet val n = x in body endc (b (let f x))

Variable simplification. During translation, the intermediate theo-
rems typically contain assumptions specifying which HOL val-

We define the following interface for this monad type. Note that syntactic
sugar is often used: in our case, we write do n  foo; return (bar n) od (as was
done in §1) when we mean bind foo (�n. return (bar n)).

return x = (� s. (Success x ,s))

bind x f =

(� s. case x s of (Success y ,s) ) f y s | (Failure x ,s) ) (Failure x ,s))

x otherwise y =

(� s. case x s of (Success v ,s) ) (Success v ,s) | (Failure e,s) ) y s)

Functions that update the content of state can only be defined once the state
type is instantiated. A function for changing a monad M to have a different state
type is introduced in §3.5.

Definitions and lemmas for synthesis. We define EvalM as follows. A CakeML
source expression exp is considered to satisfy an execution relation P if for any
CakeML state s, which is related by state_rel to the state monad state st and state
assertion H , the CakeML expression exp evaluates to a result res such that the
relation P accepts the transition and state_rel_frame holds for state assertion H .
The auxiliary functions state_rel and state_rel_frame will be described below. The
first argument ro can be used to restrict effects to references only, as described
a few paragraphs further down.

EvalM ro env st exp P H ()
8 s.

state_rel H st s )
9 s2 res st2 ck .

(evaluate (s with clock := ck) env [exp] = (s2,res)) ^
P st (st2,res) ^ state_rel_frame ro H (st ,s) (st2,s2)

In the definition above, state_rel and state_rel_frame are used to check that the
user-specified state assertion H relates the CakeML states and the monad states.
Furthermore, state_rel_frame ensures that the separation logic frame rule is true.
Both use the separation logic set-up from our previous work on characteristic
formulae for CakeML [5], where we define a function st2heap which, given a pro-
jection p and CakeML state s, turns the CakeML state into a set representation
of the reference store and foreign-function interface (used for I/O).

The H in the definition above is a pair (h,p) containing a heap assertion
h and the projection p. We define state_rel (h,p) st s to state that the heap
assertion produced by applying h to the current monad state st must be true
for some subset produced by st2heap when applied to the CakeML state s. Here
(*) is the separating conjunction and T is true for any heap.

state_rel (h,p) st s () (h st * T) (st2heap p s)

The relation state_rel_frame states: any frame F that is true separately from
h st1 for the initial state is also true for the final state; and if the references-
only ro configuration is set, then the only difference in the states must be in
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Replace constructor 
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exps; introduce global vars
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to nested Ifs and Lets
Rephrase language

Track where closure values
flow; annotate program

Fuse function calls/apps
into multi-arg calls/apps
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into many small functions
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Remove deadcode
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Select target instructions
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Force two-reg code (if req.)

Reduce caller-saved vars

Allocate register names
Concretise stack
Implement GC primitive
Turn stack access into
memory acceses
Rename registers to match
arch registers/conventions
Flatten code
Delete no-ops (Tick, Skip)
Encode program as
concrete machine code

BVL: 
functional
language 
without

closures

only 1 global,
handle in call

DataLang:
imperative
language

WordLang:
imperative

language with
machine words,

memory and
a GC primitive
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imperative
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with array-like 
stack and

optional GC
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assembly lang.

ARMv6

ARMv8 x86-64 MIPS-64 RISC-V

All languages communicate with the external world
via a byte-array-based foreign-function interface.

Move nullary constructor 
patterns upwards

Next slide zooms in

Compiler backend:
12 intermediate languages (ILs)
and many within-IL optimisations

each IL at the right level of abstraction

for the benefit of 
proofs and compiler 

implementation
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Values used by 
the semantics

Parser and type 
inferencer as before

Early phases reduce 
the number of 

language features

Language with multi-
argument closures

Both proved sound 
and complete.
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flow; annotate program
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Introduce C-style fast
calls wherever possible
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Split over-sized functions
into many small functions
Compile global vars into a
dynamically resized array
Optimise Let-expressions
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Remove deadcode

Combine adjacent
memory allocations
Remove data abstraction
Simplify program

Select target instructions
Perform SSA-like renaming

Force two-reg code (if req.)

Reduce caller-saved vars
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Concretise stack
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Turn stack access into
memory acceses
Rename registers to match
arch registers/conventions
Flatten code
Delete no-ops (Tick, Skip)
Encode program as
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functional
language 
without

closures

only 1 global,
handle in call
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imperative
language
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Machine-like types

Imperative compiler 
with an FP twist: 
garbage collector, 

live-var annotations, 
fast exception 

mechanisms (for ML)
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Last slide

CakeML provides a code extraction mechanism 
that relates via proof the extracted (machine) code 
with the original functions from the logic of an ITP.

Summary:

includes support for I/O and stateful code (monads)

-  Support for proving correctness of infinite executions 

In the pipeline:

-  A major new language feature (and applications)

Get involved!        CakeML is an open project: cakeml.org

Questions?



` config_ok cc mc )
case compile cc prelude input of
Success (bytes,�_limit) )
9 behaviours.
cakeml_semantics � prelude input =
Execute behaviours ^

8ms.
code_installed (bytes,cc,� ,�_limit ,mc,ms) )
machine_sem mc � ms ✓
extend_with_resource_limit behaviours

| Failure ParseError )
cakeml_semantics � prelude input = CannotParse

| Failure TypeError )
cakeml_semantics � prelude input = IllTyped

| Failure CompileError ) true

Figure 5. Top-level compiler correctness theorem.

to alter the state midway through this execution.

↵ asm = Inst (↵ inst) | Jump (↵ word)
| Call (↵ word) | JumpReg num
| Loc num (↵ word)
| JumpCmp cmp num (↵ reg_imm) (↵ word)

The LABLANG-to-target compiler’s proof lifts per instruction
simulations to a simulation result for the entire LABLANG program.

10. Top-level Correctness Theorem
The top-level correctness theorem relates the source semantics, the
compiler, and the target semantics.

The top-level semantics of CakeML, cakeml_semantics, is
defined as follows based on the specification of the parser, the
specification of what is typeable, and the observable semantics,
semantics, of executing a CakeML program.

cakeml_semantics � prelude input =
case parse (lex input) of
None ) CannotParse

| Some prog )
if can_type_prog (prelude @ prog) then
Execute (semantics � (prelude @ prog))

else IllTyped

We define semantics in the style of Owens et al. (2016) as a
function that returns a set of behaviours. A behaviour is either
divergence, termination, or failure. The first two carry a possibly
infinite stream of FFI I/O events, representing a trace of all the I/O
actions that the program has performed given the initial FFI state.
As mentioned earlier, an FFI state is an oracle that specifies how
the environment will respond to calls to the FFI.

behaviour = Fail | Diverge (io_event stream)
| Terminate outcome (io_event list)

The top-level correctness theorem is shown in Figure 5. Here
ms is the machine state, mc is the machine configuration and
extend_with_resource_limit adjusts the behaviours set to allow
early exit on the outcome which signals a resource-limit-hit.

11. Evaluation of the Compiler in the Logic
One of the important properties of the first CakeML compiler is the
ability to bootstrap itself in the logic. Bootstrapping the compiler
in the logic has become harder to achieve in reasonable time for the
new version because we have more transformations in the compiler,
and some of these transformations scale poorly when evaluated
in the logic. Register allocation is the most significant scalability

bottleneck — even though it is fully verified, evaluating it in the
logic on the large clash graphs of the compiler is infeasible.

In order to make evaluation in the logic feasible again, we opted
for a translation validation approach for the register allocator that
produces HOL theorems comparable to the ones produced by a
direct evaluation. The translation validation produces theorems of
the following form, which fits the top-level correctness theorem.

` compile cc prelude input =
Success (concrete_machine_code,number)

The translation validation approach is logically set up to avoid
an in-logic execution of the register allocator function. The logical
setup is simple: we store a list of colouring functions into the com-
piler configuration and make the register allocator check whether
the next colouring it finds is a valid colouring for the current pro-
gram fragment; if it is, then it uses the colouring, otherwise it runs
the verified allocator. We run an SML version of the verified allo-
cator to initialise the list of colouring functions.

Another bottleneck is the evaluation of the instruction encoder
in the assembler. Here, a speed up was achieved by memoisation
and use of specialised evaluation theorems. At the time of writing,
the assembler loop’s final exit condition is the most significant per-
formance bottleneck. We believe it can be significantly improved,
both by proving that some of the checks are always going to be
true, and rephrasing the computation of the remaining checks.

12. Discussion of Related Work
There has been much interest in verified compilation and optimi-
sation; CompCert, a verified optimising compiler for C, is perhaps
the most well-known project. Like CompCert, our work focuses on
verifying an entire compiler, rather than specific verified optimisa-
tions. In this section, we first give a comparison with the previous
CakeML compiler, then we discuss related work for various parts
of our new compiler.

Detailed Comparison with Previous Compiler Our source lan-
guage (CakeML) has been extended with an FFI, allowing for I/O
within CakeML programs. We also added support for new primi-
tive datatypes: strings, bytes, words, immutable vectors and muta-
ble arrays. We have improved the source semantics by removing
the pre-type-checking elaboration step; closure values now include
the lexically scoped top-level environments (containing data con-
structor and top-level/module-top-level definitions).

The product of the previous compiler was a verified interactive
loop (REPL) since our focus there was on end-to-end verification.
We have not yet constructed a similar REPL for the new compiler.
The previous compiler compiled from source to a single IL, then to
stack-machine-based bytecode and finally to x86-64. The bytecode
was designed so that each operation mapped to a fixed sequence of
x86 instructions, and it was also designed to make verification of
the GC as easy as possible. Unfortunately, the ease of verification
also meant that the compiler had poor performance – we found the
bytecode IL too low level for functional programming optimisa-
tions (multi-argument functions, lambda lifting, etc.) and too high
level for backend optimisations. For example, it naively followed
the semantics and allocated a closure on each additional argument
to a function, pattern matches were not compiled efficiently (even
for exhaustive, non-nested patterns), and the bytecode compiler
only used registers as temporary storage within single bytecode in-
structions. The new version fixes all of these problems and further
splits each improvement into its own phase and IL in order to keep
the verification of different parts as separate and as understandable
as possible.

Optimisations The CompCert project has investigated a slew of
verified optimisations, and some of our optimisations, e.g. compila-

Extra: Compiler correctness


